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INTRODUCTION 
 Some authors have emphasized the role of energetical variables in motor learning. 
Skilled behavior seems characterized by movement efficiency, and learning could be 
conceived as the progressive optimization of the use of energy (Sparrow, 1983). This 
hypothesis provides an alternative point of view, within the dynamical approaches of motor 
learning, to analyze the progressive attunement of co-ordination (Holt et al., 1995).  
 The aim of this experiment was to analyze, during the learning of a complex cyclical 
task, the relationships between amplitude, frequency, and energy expenditure indexes.  
 
METHODS 
 We used the well-known "ski simulator", early described by Whiting and his 
collaborators (see, for example, Vereijken, 1991). The instructions given to subjects were to 
learn to perform ski movements, "as ample and as frequent as possible".  
 Five subjects, without any ski experience, were involved in this experiment. They were 
trained for 6 sessions, on 6 different days. Each training session consisted of a 10 minutes 
warm-up, followed by 4 learning periods of 4 minutes each, with a 4 minutes break between 
them.  
 Three primary data were collected during exercise:  
 - The amplitude of the movement, 
 - The frequency of the movement, 
 - The oxygen intake.  
 These data were collected and averaged for the last fifteen seconds of each minute of 
each training period.  
 Two variables were computed:  
 - the amount of movement produced, defined as the product amplitude by frequency 
 - the movement cost, defined by the ratio between oxygen intake and the amount of 
movement. Movement cost constituted an index of the efficiency of the co-ordination.  
 
RESULTS 
 Results indicated a progressive increase of amplitude, a progressive increase in oxygen 
intake, and a progressive decrease in movement cost during the 6 learning sessions.  
 The evolution of frequency was quite different. On the first session, large differences 
were observed between the frequencies adopted by subjects. A correlation of .51 was obtained 
between the weight of the subjects and their movement frequency. During the learning, and 
especially for the last session, we observed a clear convergence of individual frequencies, 
around a mean value of 2.2 Hz. Taking into account all the individual data points, the relation 
between frequency and movement cost could be fitted by a second order polynomial function 
(Figure 1). The first derivative of this function was equal to zero for a frequency of 2.2 Hz. 
 No significant effect of learning on frequency variability was obtained. Nevertheless, 
this result could be due to the fact that three of our subjects have opted very early for 
frequencies very close to 2.2. Hz. Indeed, taking into account all individual data, averaged by 
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session, we observed a moderate but significant correlation between the absolute distance to 
optimal frequency and frequency variability (r=.394).  

Figure 1: Relation frequency-movement cost. 
 
 All our collected or computed variables were generally highly intercorrelated. 
Nevertheless, a systematic analysis of partial correlations remained only the following 
relationships, between not mathematically-linked variables:  
 (1) Movement cost- Distance to optimal frequency (r=.568), 
 (2) Distance to optimal frequency- Amplitude (r=-.629),  
 (3) Amount of movement- Oxygen intake (r=.651).  
 
DISCUSSION 
 These results suggest that this task has a natural solution, characterized by a frequency 
of 2.2 Hz. Subjects seemed to be attracted by this solution, which appeared more related to 
efficiency than to pattern stability. Efficiency seemed mainly related to a reduction of the 
distance to optimal frequency, but no direct relation was evidenced with the amplitude of 
movement. 
 Nevertheless, our results suggest that the strength of optimal frequency, as an attractor 
of the work space, was related to the amplitude of the movement. Subjects seemed to be 
attracted by this optimal frequency, especially when they reached a threshold in amplitude, 
around sixty centimeters. Further experiments are necessary to validate this hypothesis.  
 Finally, this experiment had revealed large interindividual differences in the strategies 
used to explore the workspace and to reach the optimal solution. Individual analyses provides 
additional informations to discuss the previous hypotheses.  
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